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ABSML.OT

This investigation indicates that the fibre fracture
test applied to face hardened armor will probably enable
prediction as to whether or not the plate will resist cracking
under projectile impact. flurthermore, the steel soundness may
be ascertained and the approximate case depth wm be determined.
The total depth of the carburized case as revealed by the frac-
ture test coincides fairly well with the d.eoth of the case as
determined by macroscopic and microscopic examination and by
the analysis of the carbon distribution in the case. The
Vickers Brinell hardness survey indicated the &epth of the
effective case.

The three Disstan plates had poor metallurgical properties,
namely:- (a) inadequate hardenability of the base steel, resulting
in a crystalline fracture whuu subjected to the fibre test and.
(b) a shallow case of insufficient hardness with a carbon content
in the outer layers varying from 0.94% to 1.07-; (a) variations-
of fine, an.1 coxse tempered martensitie structure of the case
and pronounced ferrite segregations and. some snall carbides in
lamellar configuration associated with tempere* martensite in
the core. The metallurgical properties of the Carnegie-Illinois
plate were satisfactory, namely:- (a) adequate hlrdenability
of the base steel, restating in a fibrous fracture under the
fibre test, (b) a deep case of high hardness eonaining 1.19-
1.31% caruon in the outer layers which deareased gradually
from the case to core, (a) a fairly rniforn distribution of
hyperomtectoit carbidte in a fine martensitie matrix of the
case and a fairly uniform structure of the core consisting of
tempered martensite, traces of ferrite and some high tempera-
ture transformation products in the rear feace of the plate.
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The steel sounduess of the Disston plates was satisfactory
as determined. by metallurgioal tests. Some metallic bvadizg
associated with occasional nonmetallic inclusions was present
in the Carnegie-Illinols plate but this was not revr,aled. in
the frac•ttre test for steel qua•ity.

1. As ,equi.tted by The Provng Cemnter, Aber&aen, metaliuxrgica.
examination has been completed on four (4) smmplea i, face har~sne& plate
varying in thickness from 2K-2-1/23 as itemized belowt -

a. Sample No. 1 - 2' Thick Face Harldea.e Disston Plate
No. 1 Ht. D-3574 )4.-AT7764

b. Saple No. 2 - 2ku Thick Faae Harder. Disaton Plate
i~o. 1427 Ht. 31426

0. Sample No. 3 - 2P Thick Face Hardened. Diseton Plate
No. 3 Ht. 4599 n-A1o721

d. Sample No. 4 - 2" Thick Face Hardned Carnegie-Illinois
Plate No. JJ999

The purpose of this investigation was to obtain comparative metallurgical
data on 2P' thick face harteaed armor which might be of value in the
writing of specifications for the acceptance of face hard.ened armor plate
for the testing of armor ;iercing projectiles.

2. Metallurgical ex•mination consistod of the following tests:

a. Chemical aaalysis of the core and determination of
the carbon distribution in carburized. oase.---.... -

SC.- r- 7 oT

b. Fibre fracture test. INT

a. Fracture test for steel quality.

d_. Brinell hardness tests on face and ba•ck. "k. ..

o. Vickers Brinell hardness virveys.

f. Maaoscopie examination.

f. Microscopic examination.

h. Skr-iLary of :eaereiaeants of dcith af czse. C

i. Jominy hardenabilit,, tests.

IA..-G- 47o.5/,3076 -- •t- 47o.5/73E•4 dIatee 23 No-,em:sr 1943.
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3. The remrlts of the above tests in detail are presented below;

a. Oheioal AilayZees

(i) Chemical Analyses of Steel Base

Chemical analyses of the steel base of the carburized

plates are given in Table I.

TA.B"AJ I

Chemical Analyses of Steel 3ase of Carburized Plates

Chemical COE.2osition

SPamPe aNo, _C liU Si S P Ni or MO Cu 3 Al V

1-1)i alton'-2

D-3754 .21 .50 .23 .021 .020 3.55 .11 .27 .17 .001 .008 ailDi-AT7764

2-Disston-4'j
42T .22 .44 .26 .o2o .018 3.46 .09 .-25 .13 o0007 .009 nil

34~26
3-Diseton- J, C

4599 .13 .56 .24 .021 ý017 4.92 .16 .31 .15 .0006 .009 nil
i-R-A10721

Ca~rnog i e-Illinoi 3.3 .16 .- 3 .039 ,013 3.39 1.62 nil -04 .0007 .01 trace

JJ999 1 C

(2) Vari tion in the Carbon Content from the Outer

Carburized Case to the Core

The variation in the carbon contanu from tLe outer
carb,.rized case to the core is presented in Table Ii and alto is plotted C
in Yigu.re 1,

-3-
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As noted in Table I, the chemical composition of samples, Non. 1 and. 2
submitted by Dieston contain Lnirafficient chromium and carbon for adequate
hardenability in the qoctions involved. An addition of about 0.10% carbon
and 1.50% chromium would undoubtedUy have given these steels adequate har&-

ability. The Diseton sample, No. 3, contains a too lov carbon content for
a satisfactory steel base of the thickness in question, although the nickel
content was high. The fact that the Disston steels had low hardenability
was clearly revealed by an examination of the fibre fracture testis. It %"
determined that all of these steels were decidedly crystalline. The chMial
composition of the Osrnegi.-Illinois Sample No. 4 is ideal for this type of
face hardenet armor since it has oufficient hardene.bility and exhibited a
fibrous fracture, indicating a proper response to heat treatment.

It was noted that the sulphxr content of the Carnegie-Illinoiu plate
No. 4 was relatively high, namely, .039%.

Since the Disston Semple No. 1 contains .001?' boron, and o*3.y traces of
this element were found in Dieston Samples Nos. 2 mnd 3 and Carnegie Semple
No. 4, it appears that plate No. 1 was the only plnte of this series inten-
tionally treated with boron.

A survey of the carben distribution in the carburized caues of the
Dieston -Plates Ncs. 1, 2 an 3 indicates that dzpth of case in these plate*
varies from 1/4 to 5/160. These carburized cases are too shallow for
plates of the thicknesses involved. The carbon content in the outer layers
of these cases varied from 0.S4-1.07% 0.

It is believed that a carburied case with characteristics similar to
that of the Carnegie Plate No. 4 wuld have been more effective than the
shallow oases noted on the Dieston plates, namely, a good diffusion of
carbite in the hypereutft-rnid, eutectoid, and bh7o--eutectoid zones, high
hardness of case, and a-n o ... ' th of e of about 0.5" which show* &
evidAnoe of a gradmal decrear,6 ia hardness and carbon oontent. The ca',en
content in the outer laVsrp of the 0arnegie-Tflinois plate wv- I.19-1.31%.
Furthermore, the carbon gradient iri tia heavy case noted in this plate was
not a& steep as that noteci ii the shallow cases of the Disston plates. Thei
relatively high cqrbun content of this case extended into the face of the
plate to a depth of about 0.5 of an inch. The total depth of this case
was found to be 0.181.

b. •racture Test for Fibre

Fracture test specimens, approximately 6" long, 2-3*X2• wer
out from plates, Nos. 2, 3, amd. 4 and nicked perpaudicularly to the longi-
tudinal ;is and broken by a sharp blow. Sample No. 1 was too small to be
given the fibre test. The results of the fibre teats are given in Table III.

-5-
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TAB" III

Results of Fibre Test

Fibre Test
Total Depth

of Case
Reveal*& b7

aMsle No. cae Area Back of Case Core Fracture Test

1- Sto•.-2 ineDark Yibrous Ban& Coarse
D-37511. Cystalline 7/32" Deep Orystalline

FR-17764 3/32' Deep

3-Disston-2i Medium Coarse Csare9
4599 Fine 9/325

]'-A107 21 ryst alline Crystalline Orystalline

14 -Carnoa Oystine

I llnois Yin@ Fibrous Yibrous 3/14wIllinois Silky

Lote:- Sample No. 1 was a mall broken fragment from the cracked test plate,
The fracture of this smple was finely crystalline end the depth of case wa
not clearly observed. in the fractured sample as received. It was estitAati
to be about 0.250 deep.

The results of the fibre test indicatA that the base compositions of the
Disston plates were not thoroughly qaenched out resulting "z crystalline
fraetures when given the fibre test. As noted in Table I, the alloy content
of these Distone plates was not oafficient to promote adequate hardenability.
The alloy content of the Oarnegie-Zllinois plate var. sufficient with the
jmed1ius •pe-r'ttage of carbon to result in adequate hardenability, thereby
exhibiting a fibrous -ra -hen; .er- subjected to the fibre test. The free-
tures of the carburized oases of the Disuton plates were fine and coarsely
crystalline. The fracture of the carburised case of the Carnegie-Illinois
plate was of a fine silky nature, especially in the outer layers. The
total depth of the earburised case was readily reverle. in the fibre fracture
test, see the fracture of Disston Plate No. 2 in figare 2. The light layer
extending about 0o2' from the surface of the plate into the carburised case
is really the effeetive part of the case, that is, the region containing
tempered martensite and some oarbides but no ferrite.

a. Fracture Test for Steel Qpality

Fracture test specimens approximately 14-61 long and
2-3'x2-2--1/2* were out from the longitudinal and transverse directions of
plates, Boe. 2, 3 and 4 and nicked perpendicilarly to the longitudinal
axis and broken slowly under a press. Sample No. 1 wvas too small to be
sabjected to the fracture test for steel quality.

-6-
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The results of these tests showed. that the Carnegie-Illinois
plate No. 4 had a '.*' rating according to the standards given in Specifi@&-
ticn AXS-489 Revision 2, see Figure 2. Because of the fact that a

crystalline fracture was obtained on the Disaton plates, Nos. 2 and 3, it

was impossible to determins the steel quality rating of these samples.
The depth of ease was readily detected in the fracture test for steel
quality, see the fracture of the Carnegie-Illinois plate No. 4, Figure 2.

d. Brinell Hardness Tests - Face and Back of Plates

The Brinell hardness determinations made on the face and back

of the plates are given in Table IV.

TABLI IV

Brinell Hardness Determinations

_Sle No. face B

Disston - No. 1 - 24 477-514 341-352

Dieston - No. 2 - 2P" 415-~415 P-55-27T

kist@D0 -~ No- 3 - 2P 5141-534 3)41-.352

Carn-gis - No. 4 - 2jr 65--6a 207-~21T

Note:- 1/32" removed. from face and. If/
removed from back before Brinell hardness
tests were made.

As noted in U-Tole IV, the hardness valmes of the earburized
cases of the Dieston plates are relatively low as •ompared to the hardness
of the Case of the Oarneie-Illinois plate. This variation in hardness
noted in the plates maafactured by the two coapanies is due to difference
in th. carbon content of the cases and also to differences in heat treating
cycles. The Brinell hardness values of the cores of the Diuston plates,
Nos. 1 and 3 are fairly high for plate of this t.aimess. On the other
hand, the hardness of the core of the Disaton plate No. 2 and Carnegie
plate No. 4 Is more desirable.

a. Vickers Brinell Hardness Survey

The remilts of the Vickers Brinell hardness surveys are
shown in igwre 3. Tiekers Brinell hardness determinations were made every
.01' apart on the carburized cases and every .02M epart on the core. As
noted in Table V, the depth of the effective case, namely at 400 Vickers
Brinell hardness as reoommended by some of the maufoeturers of face
hardene& plate, is recorded.

The three Disaton plates have shallow mases as determined

by tnis hardness survey an8. also by studies of carbon distribution in the

-7-
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case noted in 7igu, re . The difference in hardness between the caces of
the Dirioio plates and the Oaruoegi plate is algo olcarly indiat-cd. A
gradlal decrease in hardness from the case to core is evident in the
uArnegi plate. e mithrm o-e, the ha-.rd.ness grudient in the core of the
Carnegie plate,noted in ligure i, is undoubtedly &uv e to the method of
qugaching the face of the plate. The variAtions Aoted in the cores of
the Disiton plates were due to the presence of ferrite bandin.5 associated.
with tempered martensite.

f. Macrosciop A-y.1&%ina on

"'he results of the macroscopic exeiniation of the four
plates .re shown in Figure 44. T1he steel quality of the Disston plates is
satisfactory. Some metallic banding which eaao-aie-elly oontainead non,-
metallio inclusions was fairly well distributed throughout the cross section
of the Oarnegie plate. This metallic banding when not associated with long
stringers of nonmetallics apparently does not adversely affect the steel
quality to any great degree as revealed by the fracture test for steel
souadness. The aarburised eases are readily revealed by the macroetch and
r1ammarizei in Table V. The total depth of the case of the Carnegie plate,
namely .751, is not clearly revealed in Vimure 4. The effective case of
about .444 is readily shown for this plate.

j. Mioroseopie Examination

The results of -•' microscopic examination are shown in
figures 5 an& i. Photomicrogrt .± are -. osente3 whiich illustrate the
microttruotures of the outer, middle and rear cases and also the typical
structure of the core materials,

Lhe a&-. depthe ox bach plate were determined on samples-
annealed in Inoatrar-paakm at 1500*y for 1 hovar and. slovly cooled, in furnace,
the results of which are tabulated in Table V.

The miorostructure of the case of the Diston plate No. 1
consisted. of fine tewered martensite while the core contained areas of
massive ferrite and some small carbide in a lpmeller configaration associate& -
with tempered martensite.

Sine. the carbon content of the outer leyers of the case were
soaevhat higher in Disiton plate No. 2, some rounded byper-eutectoid carbiles
were evident in this portion of the case. Very fine carbides and tempered
martensite were present in the c.nter and rear case while pronounced
segregations of ferrite and small carbide in a lemeller confi.aration
associated with tuapered martensite were present in the core. A coarse
tempered martensite was present Ln the case of Disston plate No. 3. The
core consisted. of tempered martensite associated with ferrite, small

w~~ 0 C
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carbides an a lamellar configuration And grain boundary carbides. The

outer case of Carnegie plate No. 4 contained a fairly uniform distri-
bution of hyper-eutectoid carbides in a matrix of fine martensite. The - -

center cass contained small globular carbides in a fine msrtensitc.
matrix while the rear case showed the presence of fine carbides in F.

medium carbon martensite and also traces of ferrite. The core of this
plate contained fine tempered niartensite, some ferrite and fine carbide
while high temperature transformation products were evident near the C
rear face of the plate.

A survey of the microstractures of the Dieston plates
indicatesthat these plates were given a single quench from above the
critical range of the carburized case and subsequently tempered. The
steel base of these compositions had insuffleient hardenability and there-

fore when subjected to this heat treatment exhibits a crystalline
fracture under the fibre test. These crystalline fractures were asso-
ciated with a microstructure consisting of ferrite segregations some fine
carbides in lamellar configuration and tempered martensite. Crystalline
fractures and such poor miorostructures are conducive to shock failures.
In fact the Disston plates, Nos. 1 and 3 which had crystalline fractures
when tested under the fibre test and core structures of ferrite, small
carbide of lamellar configuration, and tempered martensite failed by
shock, (reference A.P.G. Arnor Test Report A7764 dated June 1943 and
A:P.G. Teat Reports A-10721 dated November 1943 respectively). Ballistic
test data on the other plates were not svailable.

The microstructure of the Carnegie plate No. 4 is typical

of a plate quenched from above the critical of the coi-e, reheated to a
temperature just above the critical of the case and spray quenched on the
face. This would explain the high hardness of the face, the gradient
hardness of the case and core and the presence of some high temperatkup
transfcrmation products in the rear face of the core as the result of
this section of the plate cooling at slower rates. The presence of
small amounts of ferrite in the core Is probably due to the reheating of
the plate just between the lower and upper critical of the core, while
evidence of martensite in the core is the result of quenching from this
intercritical tempernturi. A more uri•.fzm distribution of carbide in the
core of the CarneiP plate is resporr~b>, for a fibrous fracturs under S
the fibre test.

he SummarZ of Mavrempnts of Derth of Case

A summary of the measurements of case depths ns determined
by the various methods described herein is 7iven in Table V. 0

WI
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Yor all practical purposes, the depth of fracture determined.
by the fracture test is satisfactory. These values ajree fairly well with
those determined by metallurgical analysis. DIe to di-fficulty in deter-
mining, the and of the hypo-eatectoid zone by hardness surveys, only the
effective case was reported as determined at 400 Vickers Brinell hardness.
The effective case which may be also designated as that portion of the
case which terminates at the junction of the eutectoid. and .bpo-eutectoid
zones aWreed f-sirly closely in some instances with the effective case
determined by the Tickers hardness survey.

. o�.:on Harlenabilitt Tests of Steel Baer

The results of the end quench hardenability tests made on
Jominy bare machined from the cores of each plate are given in Figure 7.
An mentioned previously, it is believed that the Carnegie-Illinois plate
was double quenched, first by heating above the critical of the core and
quenched, followed by heating above the critical of the case and differ-
entially quenched. The hardenability of the core of this plate vas
sufficient to warrant proper quench hardening on the first quench. A
survey of the Jominy curves of the three Disston plates shows that these
steels contain too low alloy content for adequate quneh hardening on
the first quench of a similar double heat treatment.

4. oeta3lurgioal tests on the samples submitted indicate that the
Diseton plates had a shallow narburized case of r.elatively low hardness
with insufficient alloy content in the core to properly quench harden.
On the other hanu , the oarburized plate mxbmitted by Carnegie possessed
a 4esp case of high hardnoss and. a core of adequo;te hardonability. The
fracture test in satisfactory for revealing the case daepth, response to
heat treatment, and steel soundness of the plate. .

i. L. Roed.
Research Xetallurgist

APPROVED:

NA. XAoATHZM$
Major, Ord. Dept.
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Marosotruaetur. of Ya,3e-Haag.dut Armo? Plate

No. 1 No. 2
28 Di~ston 0 t~UDisaton

Tmered. martezisits and. traes of fine Teuipered m&artsaitis. an& fine earbiu.ni
crid~es.

C -0.90% approx. .% prx

Tempered martensite. Tem~pered ma rtensite and some fine
ca~rbides.

C -o.6o% approx. 0 - 0.6C6aprx

Tempered ma~rtezisits. Tu oed Martensite and. some fine

C -0.140% approx. approx.~
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_14arostruct-dre of Yaoo-Hardzi.o. Axzor Plate

No-.3 is. 14
2i Dieston 2j" Gam4gi.-IU1inois

o. e * c b,%

oare 0 .~zd or r G*si Carbides in fine mawtensitic matrix.
0 0.85% approx. C .i30% a~pprox.

K K)

~ 0.

C06oarsVe= te ered. martensito ancl trace Small globul~ar oaxbi de a in fine Martdb.
of carbide. sitia matrix.
0 0.50% approx. 0 %anprox.

v r~3

A. P

Coarse tem~ered. ma~rtensite and Pine qWab±iee in meditim cArboý martpI-.trace of fine carbide. si te k cray) vaAi som ferrite (whiter.*C -0.35% approx. C 0b~ approx.

Area oi ferrite, Area, of tG~ere4 mar- Xediva eaboyk mar- High teurperattir.
temperedmar ten- tenuits andA fine tensito q transformation
iit ~ t~ i de in carbid~e. forrite 7mbftiSe), praduots (4aft) for-

on oonfigm.. fineo oarbi&e. rite Whte),nh..
0 .13 0- .331

samples Itch~ed in 'Picral - a~ific. tion X1000x~R1
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COOLING RATE,,DEG. F PER SECOND AT 1300*F.
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